Radio 78.5 Pan-African Voice is a digital radio station broadcasting worldwide, established to support the Mandate, Mission and Vision of the Pan-African Information Communication Technology Association ("PAICTA").

WHO WE ARE

Radio 78.5 Pan-African Voice is a digital radio station broadcasting worldwide, established to support the Mandate, Mission and Vision of the Pan-African Information Communication Technology Association ("PAICTA").

WE ARE A PAN-AFRICAN VOICE TO:

1. Address challenges;
2. Search for African solutions;
3. Spread awareness through dissemination of digital information;
4. Explore current affairs within the digital space;
5. Discuss techno-preneurship and demystify technological jargon;
6. Address policy matters that impact or hinder changes in the digital space;
7. Engage on diversity matters and;
8. Engage on gender equality in tech.
9. Access to International Markets

OUR KEY OBJECTIVES

To offer equal opportunity to all, regardless of gender, physical challenges, sexual orientation, race or age. We hope to help create a culture that will bridge the gap that exists between different countries and continents.

To cultivate and promote the talent that exists within the African Continent.

To create a two-way system of communication that integrates understanding, learning and development of youth, women and persons with disabilities.
OUR VALUES

Respect, Recognition, Opportunity and Access, Loyalty, Dignity and Trust, Transparency, Openness, Honesty and Shared Governance, Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion mean many things to many people.

To us, diversity is the representation of all our varied identities and differences, from race, ethnicity, gender, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, tribe, caste, socio-economic status, thinking and communication styles both collectively and as individuals.

We seek to proactively engage, understand, and draw on a variety of perspectives. We believe that the solution to the problems we hope to address through our platform can be found by affirming our similarities, as well as by finding value in our differences.

Equity seeks to ensure fair treatment, equality of opportunity, and fairness in access to information and resources for all. We believe this is only possible in an environment built on the values of respect and dignity.

We strive to build a culture of belonging by actively encouraging and welcoming the contribution and participation of all people (including the EU and Africa). We believe every voice adds value, and we strive to create balance in the face of power differences. We believe that no one person can or should be called upon to represent an entire community.

COMMUNITY BENEFITS FOR THE RADIO STATION

Radio 78.5, will enable the dissemination of information to communities across the continent that ordinarily would not have had access to platforms as diverse.

We are able to form linkages using the Radio station and create visibility of the needs of all stakeholders in the import and export markets.

We offer information and advice to students in universities, unemployed youth and entrepreneurs on ICT and digital transformation.

The Radio Station works as an enabler in communities that would not otherwise have had access to robust digital dialogues.

Students in universities can use the Radio Station to have discussions on 4IR tools and challenges they are working on – making it a collaboration platform/tool.

We communicate to communities that we engage with in meeting the mandate of PAICTA.
We will have robust discussions with various panelists from academia to industry leaders, live on the station.

We are able to host online live webinars, talk shows, networking events and more.

The radio station is dedicated completely to the discussion and review of digital innovation and new technology. Topics discussed may include 4IR, Robotics, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT), computing, software, video games, AV and AR, Extended Reality, Media, Gadgets and science amongst others.

We provide guidance to stakeholders in the agri-tech industry on how to access international markets by engaging economically active individuals from the African continent and the Diaspora.

**OUR MISSION**

The mission of the radio station is to provide quality Information Communication Technology information that speaks directly to the needs of African communities.

Radio 78.5 is a diverse, vibrant and a well-informed radio station that seeks to empower youth before, during and after their academic life. We aim to meet the needs of young and active youth and graduates entering the world of work, prospective students and individuals of general society.

Radio 78.5 is a youth-centred radio station, supporting the holistic development of all youth through the provision of useful content that enhances their learning experience and knowledge of the digital ecosystems in which they live.

We aim to create and distribute ICT public news and information that is accurate, balanced and trustworthy.

Lastly, the radio station aims to create a world where people hear stories of people in their communities that contribute to the structure of the African Communities while achieving the SDGs.

Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/paicta](https://www.facebook.com/paicta)
Twitter: [www.twitter.com/paicta_africa](www.twitter.com/paicta_africa)
LinkedIn: [www.linkedin.com/company/paicta](www.linkedin.com/company/paicta)
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www.785panafricanvoice.co.za